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Quick crisis marketing reads with a lasting impact

The world is full of unexpected challenges. This has certainly been 
proven true during 2020. A pandemic, social unrest and many 
other situations have made it a year of questions and concerns in 
everyone’s personal and professional lives.

These unprecedented events have left many marketers wondering 
“what are the best steps to take to minimize disruption and to 
maintain as much business growth as possible?”

To assist Insight Marketing Design’s clients and other organizations, 
our agency created an e-newsletter series that offered helpful tips, 
insightful analyses and practical tactics to help everyone better 
weather the storm.

To further help businesses and organizations now and during unseen 
future events that upend business as usual, we have collected this 
valuable information in this “Marketing in the Moment” e-book.

You’ll find most of these quick tips are also applicable to disruptive 
events unrelated to the COVID-19 crisis. For this reason, we invite 
you to read and save this e-book for those moments when you’re 
searching for marketing guidance during unexpected situations.

If you have any questions about the information in this “Marketing in 
the Moment” e-book or would like to discuss your specific marketing 
needs, please call Insight Marketing Design at 605-275-0011.
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Take a Moment to Conduct a Brand Audit

How brands prepare today for a return to some form of normalcy 
can make all the difference in the recovery of your business.

Companies that are using this time to develop a re-entry marketing 
strategy will have the advantage. The months consumers have 
spent away from their normal purchasing patterns opens a myriad 
of opportunities to increase market share or inversely, to lose it.

One of the best places to start is with a brand audit. 

A brand audit is simply reviewing your brand’s assets and position to 
see where you are today and if it aligns with where you want your 
brand to be in the future.

Materials you’ll want to review include:

 • Internal positioning documents, such as your Unique Selling  
  Proposition, brand story, values and company culture. The goal  
  is to ensure these still hold true and are relevant to your  
  company and your customers.

 • External marketing materials including logos, ads, website, 
  social media platforms and third-party mentions such as news  
  and industry outlets. The questions you’ll need to answer are:

   • Does this material still create a realistic and beneficial 
    impression of your company?

   • Does it give the freedom to evolve the brand for  
    tomorrow’s market realities?

 • Industry and consumer market research should be utilized to  
  ensure your positioning aligns with demand.

 • Once the brand audit is complete, you’ll have a better  
  understanding of where your brand has been and what needs  
  to be revised, replaced or re-energized to ensure your  
  marketing will resonate with your target market.
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Provide Clarity on Social Media

There is a lot of confusion about what businesses are doing during 
the COVID-19 crisis. Are you open? Are you closed? Have your hours 
changed? Social media provides an ideal platform for keeping your 
customers up-to-date on any changes. 

One of the simplest and fastest proactive steps you can take is to 
pin accurate, updated information to the top of your Facebook or 
Twitter page. 

Here’s a quick guide to updating information to the top of your 
Facebook and Twitter pages.

Facebook:
 1) Write and publish a post for your business page as normal
 2) Click the three dots in the top right corner of your post
 3) Select “Pin to Top of Page”

Twitter:
 1) Write and publish a post for your business account as normal
 2) Go to your profile
 3) Click the down arrow in the top right corner of your post
 4) Click “Pin to your profile”
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Employees Should Be Top of Mind

For many companies, employees working remotely is a completely 
new experience. Adapting to this new arrangement will take some 
time and effort but done correctly it can help reduce the impact of 
COVID-19 and the accompanying economic downturn.

The key to successfully navigating this change is communication. 
Keeping employees in the know and up-to-date helps retain the 
feeling of being part of a team. It also allows for the flow of valuable 
ideas and helps keep people focused on important tasks. 

A few simple ways to keep your team working as one include:

Be transparent – Everyone is worried. But keeping your employees 
aware of the steps your company is taking during the crisis and 
sharing challenges lets them be proactive and involved. There are 
few things more debilitating than fear of the unknown, now is the 
time to share.

Keep connected – Schedule regular teleconferencing meetings 
with tools like Zoom or Go-To-Meeting that allow your staff to 
interact more like they have in the past. In addition to being an 
effective way to promote team thinking, it reminds everyone they 
are not alone. 

Keep morale up – An important part of being a team is interacting 
on more than just work projects. Review what your company has 
done for team building activities in the past and consider how they 
can be adapted to today’s non-contact reality. From Zoom Happy 
Hours and birthday celebrations to Virtual Lunch and Learns there 
are multiple ways to keep camaraderie alive and well. 
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Choose Your Words Carefully

In addition to upending lives and dramatically changing how 
companies do business, the pandemic has also turned many 
words normally used in marketing into potential trouble. Words that 
wouldn’t have raised an eyebrow a few months ago can now 
feel insensitive or insulting. Your choice of the words used in your 
marketing materials could potentially create a long-lasting negative 
perception of your brand.

The best way to avoid offending customers is to always consider 
your target audience’s state of mind based on the realities they are 
currently facing.

Just a few examples of words you may want to avoid during a 
pandemic include:

 Viral – Going viral has taken on an entirely new connotation.

 Gather – Get together, meet up, join the crowd – statements 
 like these can make your business seem out of touch. It can 
 also trigger the frustration many are experiencing while  
 staying at home.

 Killer – Whether it’s a killer deal or a killer view, now is not the time 
 to talk about death lightly.

 Spread – Spreading peanut butter would probably be fine but 
 spreading the word or a spreading trend may remind people 
 that COVID-19 continues to spread.

 Catch – Another word in the right context that could be  
 completely innocent or bring the fear of catching COVID-19   
 top of mind.

Obviously this is just a short list of words you may want to avoid using 
during the present crisis. Best practice is to review any messaging 
for words that may potentially link your brand to a negative feeling 
associated with the challenges everyone is experiencing.
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Review What You’re Not Doing

It’s easy for businesses to become complacent about what 
marketing channels they rely on. Typically, the decisions are based 
on audience research and what has and what hasn’t worked in the 
past. During normal times that makes perfect sense. 

But this is undoubtedly not “normal times” and much of your target 
market has most likely changed their typical behavior patterns. 
For these reasons it may be the right time to review how you’re 
reaching them.

With more people staying at home with time on their hands, they 
may be more inclined to read the newspaper or magazines, spend 
more time looking at direct mail messages or even listening to 
traditional or streaming radio stations that wouldn’t normally be 
thought of as delivering workday appropriate programming.

Naturally internet and social media usage has risen, but there still 
might be much to gain in exploring media outreach tactics that 
provide less noise to drown out your message. 
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It’s OK to Smile

While the news continues to bombard us with dire warnings 
and reports about the economy and COVID-19, it may seem 
inappropriate for brands to take a light-hearted approach with their 
messaging. But no matter how dark the future may look, people still 
need to laugh on occasion.

A recent, internet-based research study with over 15,000 
respondents bears this out. With a surprising 94% positive response 
rate to the question: do you approve of brands taking a funny or 
light-hearted approach to commercial messaging?

Of course, if you decide on a humorous approach for your 
marketing it should be brand appropriate and also not insensitive 
to the new realities. What this research is showing is that, at this time, 
more and more people are looking for something to take their 
minds off their worries. 

Humor has always been a popular marketing tactic and, even in 
today’s world, often welcomed by consumers.
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It’s A Good Time to Do Good

By now you have probably noticed that many brands are stepping 
up during the pandemic to provide help and relief to people in 
a variety of ways. Naturally, really big brands are getting the lion’s 
share of attention for these good deeds, but the truth is thousands 
of smaller companies are also helping, much of which is focused on 
their local communities. 

Whether you’re an international, national, regional or local 
company, providing real help to consumers can also create the 
positive side effects of building your brand’s awareness and growing 
brand loyalty. 

Insight’s clients have also been busy giving to their communities in 
many great ways. Highlights of these efforts include:

 • Cooper Enterprises (Shelby, OH): Reconfigured their factory to  
  manufacture needed point-of-sale shields, face shields and  
  golf cart shields

 • Lake Area Technical College (Watertown, SD): 3D printing  
  face masks and manufacturing hand sanitizer

 • South Dakota Farmers Union (Huron, SD): Promoting a suicide  
  hotline for farmers, ranchers and rural citizens

 • Heartland Health Resources Center (Sioux Falls, SD): Creating  
  and distributing COVID-19 prevention and education  
  materials to at-risk South Dakotans

 • Century Business Products (South Dakota and Nebraska):  
  Providing remote office support for people working from home

 • Center for Family Medicine (Sioux Falls, SD): Assisting patients  
  with telehealth options and information

 • Rosenbauer America (Sioux Falls, SD): Donating 24,000  
  KN95 masks to first responders at fire departments around 
   the country

 • Active Generations (Sioux Falls, SD): Delivering more Meals  
  on Wheels to seniors than ever before

 • The American Coalition for Ethanol (Sioux Falls, SD): Helping  
  ethanol plants quickly retool to produce hand sanitizer

These are just a few of the ways our clients are positively impacting 
so many people during this challenging time. It’s also why the Insight 
team thinks Our Clients are Heroes!
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Let People Know Before They Go

Open? Not open? Half open? Kind of open? The reopening of our 
country’s businesses is happening in fits and starts. Some states are 
completely open while others are still in lockdown. Some types of 
businesses remain shuttered while others have cast off all restrictions 
and are operating like the good ol’ days before the pandemic. The 
bottom line is: it’s a confusing time and people are still nervous.

If your business is returning to normal operations or has set a date 
for that to happen, you need to be getting the word out as far in 
advance as possible. 

But just as important as letting people know you’re open or opening 
soon is letting people know what steps you are taking to ensure your 
staff members’ and customers’ safety. 

An ideal tool for reassuring and reconnecting with your target 
market is to use video on your social media channels to actually 
show the steps your business is taking to ensure everyone’s safety (as 
much as possible). This approach allows people to actually picture 
themselves safely within your business. 

Using a key staff member, owner or manager as the person giving 
the video tour also creates or reinforces a personal connection that 
can build confidence and a higher degree of comfort within your 
target market.

There are bound to be some setbacks as the country reopens, but 
by literally showing with video how your business is doing everything 
possible to protect people can help your business weather the 
many unknowns we’re sure to be facing in the future.
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Listen Carefully

One of the best sources for beneficial, actionable information to 
grow your brand is your customers. After all, they’re the ones you are 
trying to connect with and it takes two to make a connection.

With all the challenges in the world today, people are searching  
for answers and solutions in every aspect of their lives. This means 
even small problem resolutions make a much bigger positive impact 
on individuals.

Fortunately, there are more ways to hear what consumers want, 
need or are thinking about as they relate to your business than  
ever before.

From social media and website contact forms to phone calls, emails 
and in-person conversations, the two-way communication lines are 
always buzzing. But you need to be “listening” to all communication 
sources to identify trends and opportunities.

It’s a good idea to capture incoming customer communications 
and organize them based on subject matter. For example, if you 
have a large amount of emails asking if you’re open, then you’ll 
know whatever efforts you have previously been doing to keep 
people informed about your business’s operational status are not 
reaching the right people at the right time. 

We don’t know what tomorrow will bring for businesses, but we do 
know who will tell us. Our customers.
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Start or Re-Energize a Blog

How do you stay top-of-mind with your customers if they can’t visit 
you? That’s one of the major challenges COVID-19 has presented to 
businesses everywhere. 

Relationships between consumers and businesses are one of the 
cornerstones in creating brand loyalty. People like to feel there is a 
personal connection with companies they do business with. But just 
like person-to-person relationships, once you stop communicating 
the relationship fades away and is eventually forgotten.

So how do you keep in touch without appearing to be bombarding 
your audience with sales pitches? A blog. 

A blog gives you a valid reason to reach out to your customers. A 
blog also provides you the opportunity to create a deeper and 
more meaningful relationship — as long as your blog provides value 
to the reader.

To be successful, blogs shouldn’t be just another sales pitch. They 
should share insights, helpful information and be engaging or 
entertaining. For example, if you own a restaurant that is closed, 
weekly recipes from your chef that people can make at home 
would be seen as fun and beneficial to your readers and would also 
keep your business top-of-mind.

Additionally, you can invite people to sign up to receive the blog 
in their email. This ensures your readers stay engaged and also 
provides you with new email addresses for your database. 

When starting a blog, you need to commit to a schedule so people 
get in the habit of visiting your site on specific days or weeks. Blogs 
that are posted erratically are often forgotten because people 
don’t want to waste time seeing if a new blog has been posted.

If your company is already blogging, now is a good time to review 
your strategy to ensure your content provides value and is adhering 
to a regular schedule to maximize the return on your investment. 

Whether you’re starting a new blog or re-energizing an existing one, 
remember to keep your readers’ interests in mind because no one 
wants to listen to the person who only talks about themselves. 
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Plan for This and That

One day it seems like the world is opening up again. The next day 
the door slams shut. Obviously, everyone is still trying to feel their way 
through the right way to move beyond the COVID-19 crisis and that 
will inevitably lead to a lot of missteps.

With this in mind, even though the doors that seem to be opening 
with states relaxing their guidelines, it’s smart to not count on a quick 
and complete return to normal. This means keeping your marketing 
plans flexible to adapt to the one step forward, two steps back 
reality we’ll all be dealing with for a while.

Preparing marketing strategies for a variety of scenarios – return to 
normal, return to some degree of normal or back to lockdown will 
put you ahead of the game, regardless of what the rest of this crazy 
year gives us.

The one advantage we all now have is that we’ve seen what a 
pandemic can do to our economy and, by necessity, learned what 
steps can work to minimize the damage to our company’s brand 
and bottom line.

The old saying seems most appropriate for today’s chaotic markets: 
“Plan for the best and prepare for the worst.”
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Go Further When People Are Going Without

The pandemic has caused a lot of products and services to 
become temporarily unavailable. Can you say toilet paper? 
Naturally the last thing a business owner wants to do is disappoint 
their customers, particularly when they’re ready to spend money. 
They also don’t want their customers discovering other sources for 
the product or services they offer.

The truth is you can’t sell what you don’t have, but that doesn’t 
mean you should leave your customers high and dry. Inventory  
gaps can actually create an opportunity to build a tighter bond 
with your customers. 

Creating a system to inform customers when a product is back 
in stock or staff is working again can help you retain loyalty to 
your brand. It also lets your customers know that you are doing 
everything you can to fulfill their requests.

Systems to update customers can take many forms. You can provide 
a space on your website with information on unavailable products 
or services that allows customers to enter their email address or 
phone number for texts to get a message when the product or 
service is available again. You can also use your company website 
to invite people to follow your social media platforms for regular 
updates on availability. For more expensive items or services, 
collecting phone numbers for the purpose of calling them when 
things change provides a very personal approach.

In addition to hopefully regaining lost sales due to unavailability, 
these approaches are often seen as proactive, helpful services that 
consumers will appreciate. It also creates an effective method for 
building a database for later sales efforts.

During the COVID-19 crisis consumers are looking for more from the 
companies they choose to do business with. Offering updates is just 
one of many ways to fulfill that desire.
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Special Offers

One step forward, two steps back. It’s almost as if that old saying 
was just waiting for the coronavirus to prove how true it can be. 

Unfortunately, our country’s relaxing of COVID-19 related restrictions 
has not gone as well as we had hoped. Many states are reinstating 
retail and restaurant closure orders and businesses that had or 
hoped to reopen their offices are once again making employees 
work from their homes.

Coupled with the general feeling of isolation fatigue, the quick 
failure of re-opening has left some feeling depressed and frustrated. 
For many though, it has also energized them to get on with their lives 
and create their new normal. 

People can’t put off expenses and purchasing forever. Now may 
be the ideal time for businesses to help consumers justify spending 
instead of waiting for everything to get back to “normal.” 

Creating attractive special offers of products or services may be just 
the push many consumers are waiting for. In addition to stimulating 
revenue flow, discounts and incentives are also a tangible way to 
show your customers that you’re doing what you can to help  
them out. 

Promoting your offer(s) can also help keep your brand top of mind. 
While cutting margins may seem counterintuitive to keeping your 
business healthy, it’s obvious that times like these often require 
unusual approaches.
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Get Smarter

For a lot of businesses, the pandemic has reduced the workload 
of some or all of their employees. This means it can be difficult to fill 
everyone’s day with productive activities. While this can certainly be 
a challenge, it can also be an opportunity.

Providing learning opportunities for employees has always been a 
good way to incentivize your staff and to provide additional value 
to your customers. During this pandemic it may also be an ideal way 
to keep employees engaged and to be better positioned to grow 
your company now and when business returns to “normal.”

Another advantage of providing learning opportunities now is that 
many online training programs have been deeply discounted as 
a result of the COVID-19 crisis, making them more affordable than 
ever. Training programs are available for virtually any career field 
and many of them also offer certification that will reflect positively 
on your company.

While the pandemic has caused major shifts in how businesses 
operate, the one thing that hasn’t changed is people’s desire to 
work with the “best in the business.” Promoting how your company 
is investing in employee education to better serve your customers 
and highlighting new certifications is a great way to raise the value 
equation of what you offer.

Offering continuing education is also a good way to attract high-
quality, future employees who are driven to succeed. So, get your 
team off the couch and into learning opportunities that will provide 
benefits to both your company and your employees. 
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Adapt Classic Marketing Approaches

Getting your business name and logo in front of as many people as 
possible, in a positive way, has always been a standard marketing 
technique.  After all, the more often potential customers see your 
branded material, the more comfortable they become with  
your brand.

One of the classic ways to accomplish this has been to create 
apparel that features your logo and potentially a slogan or tagline. 
Thanks to the Internet’s wide reach and never-ending selfies, 
branded wear now reaches further than ever before.

Until now, t-shirts and hats have ruled this niche marketing. But as 
we all know, thanks to COVID-19, the world has certainly undergone 
some dramatic changes. And part of that is the proliferation of the 
simple face mask.

Some love them, some hate them but many accept it as a social 
responsibility. This new “must-have” accessory provides an ideal 
location for a branded message. The placement directly on 
people’s faces makes it almost unavoidable to see whenever 
people interact.

Face masks provide a lot of real estate to put fun or interesting 
messages or images that can reflect your brand story. They are also 
more affordable than many other apparel options, allowing you to 
hand them out for free or charge a nominal price for them.

It certainly appears that face masks are going to be with us for a 
while, so this is a good opportunity to spread your brand message 
while helping to stop the spread of COVID-19.
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The Show Can Go On

By now we’re all used to live business events being canceled due 
to the pandemic. Trade shows, large meetings and even interoffice 
gatherings have been deemed too risky to hold. In addition, 
business travel has also come to almost a stand still. But each of 
these types of events and business practices serve an important 
function and even a major factor in a business’s success.

That’s why smart marketers and business people have looked 
to virtual presentations to fill the gap. But just jumping on Zoom, 
GoToMeeting or other virtual meeting platforms presents a host 
of difficulties and can certainly lack the polish a well-designed 
presentation should portray.

The solution is to prepare for a virtual presentation with the same 
care and attention to detail you would have committed to a  
live presentation.

A high-quality, virtual presentation utilizing film crews, lighting and 
attractive sets or green screen backgrounds can portray the 
professionalism that organizations expect from live events.

Presentations like these can feature videos, embedded charts, 
graphs and seamless cutaways to other locations or different 
speakers. Depending on needs, they can also feature participant 
interaction on a variety of levels, from direct audio, cued audio  
or written questions that can be sent to the speaker’s  
presentation coordinator.

With platforms like Zoom Pro, up to 600 people can attend a secure 
meeting with individual log-in passwords for each. Presentations like 
these can also just feature the key speakers without hundreds of 
little frames with peoples’ faces flooding the screen.

Another benefit of this approach is that the presentations can be 
recorded and sent to participants, potential customers, posted on 
websites or social media platforms.

While the nature of business gatherings has changed, the end goal 
has not. Making a good impression is just as valuable in the online 
world as it is in person.
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Share Your Know-How

Thanks to the seemingly never-ending pandemic restrictions many 
people are still stuck at home. Unfortunately, many are also out of 
work or working less than in the past. 

While most can entertain themselves for a while, as the months roll 
by people are quickly reaching a crisis level of boredom. They’re 
looking for something productive to do with their time. This is where 
smart marketers come in.

Creating videos, posting project instructions or even inviting people 
to sign up for regular emails that feature sharing of your expertise 
in virtually any subject can be effective ways to build your brand 
awareness and also garner significant good will.

The “lessons” you provide can be presented in a single lesson format 
or as a series that encourages return visits or ongoing email contact. 
They can feature practical ways to save money with do-it-yourself 
projects, artistic endeavors or just plain fun activities. You can target 
adults, children (with the consent of an adult), teens or even seniors. 

The key to everyone benefitting from your efforts is that the 
knowledge you share reflects your brand positioning and provides 
real value to the participants. Just remember many people are 
searching for something to do now that the standard time killers like 
binge-watching TV and baking sourdough bread have lost  
their luster.
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Aspiration Is Still Viable

Before the pandemic hit, one of the most powerful strategic 
marketing tones to adopt was aspirational. Messaging that made  
so much feel attainable empowered people to dream. 

The reason this approach is so utilized is that it’s human nature 
to want to achieve more, to reach new plateaus and to nurture 
an internal belief that anything is possible. Brands that aligned 
themselves with these lofty goals often became bigger than the 
products or services they sell.

When COVID-19 arrived, most marketing pivoted to a commiserate 
tone. “We’re all in this together” and “During these uncertain times” 
and similar sentiments seemed to be everywhere, ad nauseam. 
In many cases it made sense then, people appreciated the 
compassion and support that brands were trying to portray.

But as the months have rolled on many brands have failed to realize 
that people need more than pity and practicalities. They need 
their imagination to be stimulated. They need to capture a vision of 
amazing possibilities. They need to dream and strive once again.

Creating new marketing that is aspirational is not only not 
inappropriate, it can actually be therapeutic for viewers. A rallying 
cry to look forward and hope. 

Hope springs eternal…particularly in marketing.
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Do New

In addition to heightened anxiety, doubts and confusion, the 
COVID-19 crisis has also brought a tsunami of boredom. So many 
of the common things people did to entertain themselves have 
become unavailable or are now considered too risky. No more 
drinks at the bar after work, no live concerts, no big parties and the 
list goes on. This has resulted in a serious dearth of excitement.

Companies that bring something new and exciting to market 
during the COVID-19 crisis have a good chance of garnering more 
interest from consumers than they may have received during pre-
pandemic times. 

New products, new services and even new go-to-market methods 
could boost consumer engagement, attract more attention and 
increase buzz on social media platforms — providing increased 
awareness of your brand.

New releases from companies also provide an ideal time to 
increase marketing activity. This will maximize the impact of the 
new product or service introduction and additionally will build sales 
through increased store or website traffic. 

So, if you’ve been waiting for things to return to normal before you 
release something new to the marketplace, you may be missing a 
prime opportunity.
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Don’t Become a Pest

It’s understandable that many businesses have been operating 
in panic mode. Sales are down! People aren’t spending money! 
There’s no end in sight for the battered economy. While these are 
among a long list of valid concerns during the COVID-19 crisis, how 
brands react to these pressures will have much to do with which 
ones emerge successfully from this difficult time.

The first reaction for many businesses may be to turbocharge their 
low-cost marketing efforts, such as email or social media platforms. 

 • Why send those who have opted in to our email list just  
  one message every two weeks, when we can send them 
  one every day! 

 • Why follow brand engagement tactics that provide a  
  perceived value on our social media when we can flood  
  them with 50 hard sell offers every day? 

While inundating your customers with ads may seem like a proactive 
step in these difficult times, the end result will be an increase in 
email opt outs, dwindling social media followers and the near 
impossible task of trying to win back customers you’ve lost due to 
this approach.

This is not to say that revising your marketing strategy during difficult 
times is a bad idea. Just know that not respecting consumers’ time 
and boundaries is never a good idea, pandemic or not. 
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Keep Smart Solutions Close at Hand

The one thing you can be sure of during a pandemic or any major 
market upset, is that you can never be sure what will happen 
next. These times of dramatic changes in consumer habits require 
marketers to be nimble and capable of pivoting at the drop of  
a hat. 

This uncertainty makes it worthwhile to develop a variety of digital 
communication outreach tools for potential market shifts. 

To begin, consider scenarios that would alter how you normally do 
business. What if you had to close your store or business location? 
What if there was a supply shortage for products you need to 
operate. What if most of your staff couldn’t report to work? As you 
probably noticed, all of these events have happened to a lot of 
businesses during the pandemic.

Next, prepare some digital communication messages that can 
be used to inform customers, and potential customers, about your 
business’s status. A few pre-prepared social media posts, emails 
and website notices can keep your customers informed and also 
provide you the time needed to develop a new marketing strategy 
if the unseen events appear to be long term.

Keeping this type of digital communication preplanning close at 
hand can help prevent mistakes and also prevent you or your staff 
from feeling completely out of control.  

Of course, you can’t plan for every imaginable market scenario (like 
Murder Hornets) but having a file of prepared messages can help 
keep you clear-headed during stressful times.
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For Many, Now is the Time

The economic impact of COVID-19 has been widespread, but not 
really predictable. With millions unemployed or furloughed, we 
would expect purchasing of lifestyle items to have crashed. But in 
many segments the exact opposite has occurred.

Most of the country is experiencing a housing boom. Small boats 
are flying out of the showrooms, sports and hobby equipment are in 
high demand and even vacation homes are selling above asking 
price. 

Undoubtedly, there are a lot of reasons that these and other non-
essential lifestyle-focused items’ sales have remained vibrant during 
the pandemic. One theory that is worth taking notice of is that 
many people are converting their dreams for the future into action 
today.

This trend is being called the “COVID Catalyst” and it means that 
due to the dramatic social and financial changes brought on by  
the pandemic, people are no longer willing to put off the things they 
desire or the goals they hoped to achieve someday. They are being 
proactive and making lifestyle changes now.

For marketers that offer products or services within lifestyle 
categories, this trend reinforces the continued validity of nurturing 
consumers’ aspirational visions and the appropriateness of 
supporting dreams with their messaging.
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Consider Unexpected Partnerships 

It appears that COVID-19 is going to be a factor in our lives 
for longer than initially expected. While we’ve been hearing 
encouraging information about a vaccine, even if one does get 
approved, it may be a while before enough people receive it to 
turn the tide on the pandemic.  

The really big unknown we’re all thinking about now is what will the 
onset of cold weather and flu season bring? This concern keeps 
many people from venturing into public places unless absolutely 
necessary. But with more people going to fewer places there may 
be opportunities for you to partner with other businesses to cross-sell 
products or services.

Trading sales space with other businesses may work well for both 
entities. For example, a florist could sell flowers at a restaurant and 
the restaurant could sell gift cards at the florist. If you think creatively 
this type of quid pro quo could work for virtually any industry 
segment. 

Marketing that your product or service is now available at alternate 
locations will also help both businesses reach more consumers. 

In today’s ever-changing world, out-of-the-box thinking may be just 
what you need to keep your business in the black.
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Learn From Where We’ve Been 

It has been months (though some would say it feels like years) that 
businesses have had to adjust to operating during a worldwide 
pandemic. There have been numerous challenges, false starts and, 
on an optimistic note, new opportunities.

We’ve all become veterans of this seemingly never-ending battle. 
But the one thing we all have now, that we didn’t in the beginning, is 
actual experience for this type of crisis. 

Smart marketers know that every effort should be treated as a 
learning opportunity. Collecting data and tracking what has worked 
and what has not worked is invaluable to future success. This many 
months into the crisis we should have fairly clear ideas of which 
mediums, messages and outreach efforts have been effective and 
which have not been effective.

Of course, most people didn’t expect the pandemic to last this long 
and considered marketing tactics to be only a short-term fix. Now 
we know differently so if you haven’t been collecting data, now is 
the time to review the steps you’ve taken and the results they’ve 
delivered. 

Eliminating marketing efforts that haven’t worked and focusing your 
budget on those that have worked can help you get the highest 
return on your marketing investment and put you in a better position 
to weather whatever may come next.

The COVID-19 crisis isn’t over yet but at least we all have valuable 
marketing data that we didn’t have before.
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Revisit Missed Opportunities

Nearly every company has had to adjust how they do business to 
cope with the financial upheaval of the pandemic. Chances are 
your business has probably made a few changes to better weather 
the altered marketplace, too. 

These shifts in a company’s standard operating procedures may 
also have changed what they’re looking for from vendors. That 
makes this a good time to review past efforts that didn’t result in 
gaining the business. 

The reasons you didn’t secure the business the first time around 
may have changed. Maybe the company you talked to before the 
pandemic now needs a supplier or service provider that is more 
nimble, or is nearer to their operation, or provides other services, 
or a host of other reasons. It may even be that the company that 
originally won the business has changed because of the pandemic 
and can no longer offer the same capabilities or level of service.

After you’ve reviewed which businesses may be worth reaching 
out to again, you should also review and potentially update the 
marketing material you’ll utilize to ensure it is communicating a 
message that is appropriate for today’s market conditions.

Moving forward, you may find that old opportunities may become a 
valuable source of new opportunities. 
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Update Your Brand Imagery

How people go about everyday tasks, have fun and even get 
together has changed dramatically since the onset of the 
global pandemic. What were once the most innocuous images 
of people interacting may now be looked upon with shock and 
disappointment.

The classic and (frankly) overused marketing “go to” images of 
business people shaking hands, children playing in groups and even 
fans cheering at a sporting event or a sports bar could send the 
message that your brand doesn’t care about your customers’  
well-being.

We can pretty much agree that the pandemic and associated 
health precautions like face masks and social distancing will be with 
us for a while. So, updating your marketing photo/image library may 
make sense for your business or organization.

When appropriate, utilizing photos of people wearing masks in your 
advertisements and social media posts sends the message that your 
business takes the COVID-19 crisis seriously and is trying to be part of 
the solution -- not the problem. 

Images of people in your business practicing social distancing can 
show sensitivity to the present situation and may also provide the 
viewer with the confidence they need to visit your location.

For many businesses, a professional photography shoot may be 
all that’s needed to ensure you have the right type of imagery on 
hand for marketing and social media use.

And just remember, if your model is wearing a face mask they can 
still smile with their eyes.    
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Embrace E-Commerce

From day-to-day it’s hard to know if your business will be allowed to 
be open to the public or not. One way to offset the potential loss of 
sales is by allowing your customers to shop on your website. 

The uncertainty of “if” or “when” consumers will return to brick-
and-mortar storefronts may mean now is the right time to invest in 
professional-looking and easy-to-navigate shopping capabilities for 
your website.

In addition to potentially capturing more sales and growing 
your revenue, the addition of e-commerce to your site also 
provides a valid reason to reach out to past customers through 
ads, email, direct mail and social media for promotion of your 
new e-commerce shopping capabilities. Local delivery of online 
purchases may also be an option and could provide a compelling 
reason for shoppers to choose you over the Amazons of the world. 

The reality is, even without the pandemic, online shopping has been 
experiencing exponential growth and will continue to capture 
a bigger and bigger portion of the consumer market. So, your 
investment in e-commerce capabilities may do more than just help 
you weather the COVID-19 crisis now -- it could also help keep your 
business relevant for decades to come. 
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Provide Some Emotional Relief

It’s difficult to read or view news without hearing terms like 
pandemic burnout, COVID fatigue or quarantine depression. The 
truth is no one really expected this disease and its accompanying 
work and social upheaval to last for months and months and 
months and months...

The related stress, feelings of helplessness and depression have 
become a new emotional normal for millions of Americans. People 
are desperate for something upbeat to help alleviate this dark 
cloud that seems as if it will never end.

This makes it a good time for marketers to review the tone of 
their social media interactions and to be open to some good 
old-fashioned fun for fun’s sake. Social media sites that provide 
some emotional relief, whether through appropriate jokes, feel-
good stories or uplifting sentiments, will likely be more attractive to 
consumers and thus encourage more repeat visits.

Making light of the pandemic is not a good direction, but shedding 
light on other positive aspects of life can grow brand loyalty and 
encourage deeper consumer engagement with your business.

In the spirit of levity we’ll leave you with this – 

What’s a personality trait of a bad marketer?
They’re anti-social!
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Nostalgia is the Buzzword this Holiday Season

Whether it’s Jack Frost nipping at your nose or a turkey with all the 
trimmings, this year people are feeling particularly nostalgic about 
the holidays. 

With the pandemic continuing to affect everyone and many 
families foregoing their traditional gatherings, people are looking for 
ways to capture the simple pleasures and joys of years past.

A recent survey of 800 consumers showed that 57% of respondents 
want holiday ads to make them feel happy and 30% want ads that 
make them feel nostalgic. The truth is, we can all use a little cheering 
up and to think of things other than social unrest and COVID-19.

Businesses whose holiday marketing feels more like a holiday 
greeting card or warm wishes from a dear friend may see better 
results than a hard sell. It is also a good year to show your customers 
how much you appreciate their business.

As always, low prices and big sales will drive a lot of purchasing 
decisions, but wrapping your messaging up in a heartfelt show of 
true holiday spirit may deliver the gift of higher sale volumes.
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Automate to Keep Online Business Flowing

The COVID-19 crisis has required everybody to up their online sales 
and marketing game. Before the pandemic, many businesses relied 
on in-store transactions or trade shows to generate and close sales. 
With those options off the table for many, online has become the 
default destination to keep business moving forward.

By this time, most have optimized their websites, put additional 
resources and time into social media platforms and shifted more 
of their marketing budget into digital advertising. All good moves, 
but driving people to your website is just the first step. The real goal 
is, and always has been, conversion. Whether conversion is making 
a purchase or making contact to enter your sales cycle, getting 
people to take that final step is vital for business success.

One efficient method for doing this is with automated email flows. 
This simply means that predetermined actions by a site visitor, 
who is in your database, results in an email being automatically 
sent to them. The actions can be time spent on a product page, 
abandoning a shopping cart, interactions on social media platforms 
or other predetermined triggers.

Once the customer has triggered the activation step, the email that 
is automatically sent to them will be more effective if it contains an 
incentive to encourage conversion. Incentives can be discounts on 
specific products or services, added value such as free warranties 
or free shipping or even notices of limited quantities of the item they 
had looked at.

While setting up an automated email flow system takes an 
investment in time and money, when done correctly it is a proven 
way to increase website conversions even during major market 
disruptions. 
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Show Appreciation

Even as we muddle through this seemingly never-ending pandemic, 
it’s good to remember that in today’s global marketplace 
consumers have more choices than ever. This means it is more 
important than ever to create connections with your customers that 
go beyond just providing a product or service.

A business can show customer appreciation in a variety of ways to 
create a sense of loyalty to your business. One of the easiest ways 
to do this is to send a thank you email, a handwritten note or even a 
phone call after a purchase has been made. While it may not seem 
like a big deal, feeling appreciated can go a long way to make 
people feel good about choosing your business. 

A few other methods to consider are sending your customers non-
sale oriented holiday cards or emails that can keep you top-of-mind 
during key sales periods. Setting up a loyalty program is another way 
to encourage return visits. Loyalty programs can be anything from 
discounts or free gifts based on previous purchases to advanced 
notice of new products, services or upcoming sales.

Social media platforms also provide a cost-effective way to show 
appreciation to customers. These posts may also encourage non-
customers to consider your business the next time they need a 
product of service you offer.

For a year like 2020, anything that makes people feel good will be 
remembered. And for everyone reading this – Insight Marketing 
Design says - Thank you! 
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Be a Holiday Hero

The holidays this year are going to look different than ever before. 
With the looming possibility of widespread lockdowns being 
considered, people being told to severely limit the number of 
people at their gatherings and more online shoppers than ever, our 
country’s shipping infrastructure will be hard-pressed to successfully 
deliver millions and millions of packages in a timely manner. 

While this will certainly put a damper on many celebrations, it does 
provide an opportunity for marketers. Now is the time to reach out 
to customers through email, direct mail, television commercials, 
digital ads, print ads and social media to remind people that this is 
not the year for procrastination. 

Stressing the importance of ordering gifts and holiday supplies early 
and clearly stating the best date to order to ensure delivery is an 
ideal way to stimulate early sales, while also providing a service to 
customers. 

As the holidays get even closer, businesses that offer local delivery, 
storefront pick up or in-store sales should once again reach out with 
the message that this may be the best way (or only way) to ensure 
everyone has a happy holiday.

The holidays are coming and early purchasing can help save them 
for both businesses and consumers.
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Consider Diversifying Your Business Offerings

The talk of potential COVID-19 vaccines hitting the market soon 
is certainly welcome news. But even if they start distributing the 
vaccines at the end of December, it will still be a while until enough 
people can get one (technically two, because the new vaccines 
will require two doses to be effective) to return our country and 
economy back to “normal.”

That means now is not the time to sit back and wait for “business as 
usual” to fill our coffers. One option for businesses is to consider what 
other products or services that fit their business model they could be 
providing to their customers. 

With people limiting their brick and mortar shopping trips and 
getting tired of paying more and more shipping fees from online 
vendors, convenience and savings have become even bigger 
considerations as to where they’re spending their dollars.

If you do decide to expand your product or service offerings into 
new areas, it’s important to let people know. Use your marketing 
channels and social media outreach to drive demand and 
promote the increased convenience of doing business with your 
company. 

Even though we may be seeing the light at the end of the tunnel, it’s 
still a bright idea to keep innovating how you do business.
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Review Your Keywords 

Knowing how people are looking for the products or services you 
offer is the easiest way to establish your business as the place to  
get them.

One way to do that is through keywords. Keywords are what 
search engines like Google, Yahoo and Bing use to decide what 
information you’re looking for and what to serve up as results. 

The keywords you use in your pay-per-click marketing and the ones 
you have on your website can make all the difference when you’re 
trying to reach new customers. We recommend reviewing keywords 
regularly to ensure they are still relevant and delivering the right 
customers to your website.  

The pandemic has made keyword review more important than 
ever and we recommend optimizing your keywords even more 
frequently than you may have done in the past. The reason is that 
the pandemic has changed the terminology many people use to 
search for products and information.

A simple example of this change is how most people used to search 
for toilet paper with just the words – “toilet paper”. Now many 
people are using additional terms like “in stock,” “bulk” or “delivery.” 
The closer you match the query, the better your odds are of being 
included at the top of search engine results.

Thanks to COVID-19, every business sector has seen adjustments 
in terminology used to describe products and services. It’s the 
companies that are proactive in adjusting their keyword tactics and 
messaging that will get to the top of a search engine’s results lists.  
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Every Word has Power

With the promise of COVID-19 vaccines arriving shortly, our 
government is faced with the task of convincing Americans to 
roll up their sleeves and actually get a shot or, in many cases, two 
shots. To do this effectively they need to take the politics out of the 
message as much as possible.

To this end, research has been undertaken to better understand 
what words will work better to encourage vaccination participation. 
The findings are something any business or organization may want 
to consider when referencing the pandemic in marketing materials, 
public relations outreach and even when talking with their own 
employees.

A few examples of words that work better during the pandemic 
include:

Pandemic versus coronavirus – The research found that the word 
pandemic humanizes and personalizes the event. Coronavirus was 
found to be taken less seriously and made the disease seem less 
significant.

Protocols versus mandates – The study found that words like 
“mandate” caused people to react defensively and feel controlled. 
“Protocol” was seen as practical advice.

Fact-based versus science – All the derisive talk about what science 
is and is not has made the word “science” suspect to many. The 
research participants felt that “fact-based” was more effective at 
portraying something true.

While it may seem that worrying about which individual words are 
used during a crisis is inconsequential, the reality is that the right 
words may be what helps us put this tragic event behind us.   
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Research is Catching Up

When the pandemic hit in February 2020, marketers had to 
scramble. While the term “unprecedented times” has been 
repeated so often it has become annoying, it was really 
appropriate. 

Unprecedented times meant the old marketing playbook was 
not the reliable source for information going forward and the new 
playbook hadn’t been written yet. There was no marketing research 
that said, “this is what you should do to retain and grow market 
share during a global pandemic.”

Today, however, there is a plethora of choices for research studies 
that attempt to answer the many questions about marketing during 
a pandemic. Just like before, consumer and marketing studies need 
to be reviewed carefully to ensure the information isn’t skewed to 
deliver the expected results or to prove a predetermined theory.

A simple online search will deliver pages of studies you can review. 
The key is to find the ones from trusted sources and independent 
research organizations to be sure the information is accurate and 
relevant to your situation.

Research is a powerful tool for marketers when used correctly and 
applied appropriately. So now’s the time to review what’s out there 
or call Insight Marketing Design’s marketing strategists to assist you in 
identifying appropriate studies and provide insightful analysis.

But you better get moving because the new vaccines are sure 
to change consumer behavior again creating, well…another 
unprecedented time.
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Put Your Employees in the Spotlight

Everyone is getting excited about the promise of a return to normal 
that the new COVID-19 vaccines may offer. And while it is certainly 
great news, it will still be a while until enough people receive the 
vaccine to make a significant difference in how we go about our 
daily lives. 

One way you can continue to promote your business and products 
during (hopefully) the last few months of the pandemic and to 
be better prepared for what comes next is to encourage your 
employees to share fun things about themselves on your social 
media platforms.

Employees getting actively involved on your social media platforms 
can provide multiple benefits:
• It’s a great way to highlight your company’s culture
• It introduces your team members to customers and  
 potential customers
• It makes your posts more approachable and relatable

When customers return to your business in the real world,  
having “met” your employees online can make them feel more 
comfortable and help grow brand loyalty.

Before you post any employee-generated content you’ll want to 
review it to ensure it is appropriate for your brand. You can also 
suggest subjects or creative projects for them to share.

Making connections between your employees and customers 
is a great way to build long-term relationships and to make your 
employees feel like an important part of your business. 
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Re-optimize Older Content

With COVID-19 driving so much business online, content creation 
has been vital to protecting and maybe even growing market 
share. While the digital arena is great tool, it can sometimes feel like 
a never-satisfied, bottomless pit, content-devouring monster. 

Keeping your social media platforms up-to-date and relevant 
takes a lot of attention and a lot of effort. Websites also need to 
be updated regularly to keep beneficial search engine rankings. 
We’ve all heard that “content is king” but it is also an unrelenting 
taskmaster. 

One possible way to relieve some of the stress of keeping your 
content moving forward is to look backwards. Take the time 
to review content that you have used in past years to find the 
information that has performed well. Once you have identified 
information that is still relevant, you’ll want to re-write, re-organize 
and re-optimize the content to reflect today’s needs and wants.

The benefit to recycling older content with updated info is that the 
search engines see it as new content. It also allows you to introduce 
the ideas to newer customers and potential customers.  Even long-
term customers may find the information valuable if their needs or 
wants have changed.

Re-optimizing older content does take work, but not as much as 
creating something completely new. So, while this type of recycling 
won’t necessarily benefit the environment, it can deliver all types of 
benefits to your business.
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React to Online Reviews

Because the pandemic has resulted in more and more people 
shopping online it just makes sense that more people are leaving, 
and reading, reviews. While negative reviews can seriously impact a 
business’s sales, taking the time to respond to complaints can help 
alleviate some of this.

There seems to be a never-ending list of review sites, which can 
make responding to each review a challenge. The truth is you can’t 
be everywhere, so the smart move is to identify the review sites that 
are most popular and the ones that have the most activity related 
to your business category. Some of the big review sites include Yelp, 
Google and Facebook. 

When responding to negative reviews, best practices include: 
addressing the reviewer by their name if possible, thanking the 
person for bringing the problem (whether true or not) to your 
attention and, if possible, providing a solution or inviting them to 
contact you offline to resolve the issue.

Responding to bad reviews in a professional and positive way shows 
people who are searching for information on your company or 
products that you care for your customers and are responsive to 
their needs. 

While it can be frustrating when negative reviews are not true, 
lashing out at the reviewer can actually do more damage to your 
brand reputation than the negative review.

The other upside of regularly responding to reviewers is that you’ll 
get a clearer picture of what people like and don’t like about your 
service or products. This information can be invaluable for improving 
your customer service and growing your market share.
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The Last Marketing Minute & How to Keep Moving Forward

When the pandemic hit in the early months of 2020 nobody could 
have imagined how much everyday life and business would be 
affected. 2020 was the year that changed virtually everything.

As part of Insight Marketing Design’s deep commitment to our 
clients and our communities we created the Marketing During a 
Pandemic Weekly Tips Enewsletter to provide actionable steps that 
businesses could take to better navigate the constantly changing 
business landscape.

With this, our 40th installment, we are ending the Enewsletter series. 
While we understand that the COVID-19 crisis is not over we believe 
that over the last 10 months most businesses have adapted their 
marketing practices to the new market realities.

While this Enewsletter will no longer be produced there are still 
a variety of ways that Insight Marketing Design can assist you in 
moving your business forward.

Insight’s pandemic and marketing information resources include:

 • Sign up for Insight’s marketing blog
 • Review past Marketing During a Pandemic Weekly Tips 
  Enewsletters
 • Download our guide to hosting virtual events
 • Call us at 605-275-0011 for a free consultation
      
We have appreciated the opportunity to share marketing insights 
with you over the last 10 months and hope you’ve benefitted 
from the information. For a final tip we strongly encourage you get 
vaccinated at the earliest opportunity – it is our best opportunity to 
beat COVID-19. 

Thank you and stay well.
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If you’d like more information on any of these topics 
we invite you to contact us by calling 605-275-0011 or by email.

Stay informed and stay well.

Thank You!
Now you can go back to 

binge watching Tiger King.
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